News about the third meeting project
Project Reunion in Coruna, Spain
16 - 21 October 2011
After the two reunions of the projects took place during the 16-21 of October,
the meeting in Spain was held. The first reunion was held in Romania during the 29th
of September - 3rd of October, 2010 and the second one was held during the 13 th17th of March 2011 in Poland. The working project was comprised of the following
students Ana-Maria Brânzoiu, Ioana Ceposu, Andrei Lică from the eighth grade and
Ştefania Manta from the seventh grade.
The working meetings took place at the I.E.S.
Salvador de Madariaga in Coruna in the North of Spain.
Students and teachers from Poland, Romania and
Portugal participated in these meetings.

The workshops underlined the evaluation of the civic
actions in the community developed in May 2011 by each
partner school, environmental projects, or fund raising
projects, organizing and evaluating the Languages Festival of
all the partner schools, the dissemination of the information
about the European Language Festival from September 2011
and planning the activities of the SoLIFE project.
The first day started with the visiting of the school,
teachers presentations and also a short artistic program.
In the afternoon all the schools participated in
lessons with the Spanish, Portuguese and Polish
colleagues while the teachers presented and evaluated
the projects. “A civic action in the community”: Spain Integrating Emigrants, Portugal - Water, a precious
source but not an endless one, Poland – Water, a
priceless source and Romania: Green Colour Day.
The second day all the teachers organized and
evaluated the European Language Festival. During
this activity students and teachers presented
traditional folk dances, they sang songs in English
and Mother tongue. They played the flute, piano
and violin. The Festival was a successful activity for
students and teachers. It was also the perfect way
to know one another better.
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In the afternoon students had classes while
teachers from each country presented all the
activities done during European Language Day
event and also students products.
A polyglot
dictionary, radio shows and dialogues between
teachers-students, students-students, teachersteachers in different European languages,
traditional recipes translated into English.
During the third
day we went sightseeing in Coruna. The Aquarium and
Hercules Tower were beautiful places that we’ll always
remember. In the afternoon the students had classes
again while the teachers projected/talked about activities
which are to be done, email contacts and Skype
contacts, lesson in order to write “How to organize a
Festival”, miniguide, workshops to create a PPT of the
national customs and traditions, sending letters; lessons
chosen by students in order to plan an event so they
can write and implement the project. The Development
of the Public Events Management Symposium was
evaluated that day.
The last meeting was a festive meeting when the
students and teachers were awarded with the Diplomas
by the Spanish Headmaster. Also the teachers from
Spain organized a trip to Muxia, Fisterra and Santiago
the Compostela so many beautiful monasteries were
visited by students and teachers.
Visiting Spain was a beautiful experience both for
teachers and students being characterized by
cooperation, artistic talent, cultural diversity, friendship
and creativity.
English Teacher Crina Clipea - project member
Primary teacher Alina Gealepu – project member
Note: This project has been funded with support from the European Commission.
This publication [communication] reflects the views only of the author, and the
Commission cannot be held responsible for any use which may be made of the
information contained therein.
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